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AMAZONE ED precision seeder – 
Shrewdly engineered!

According to a profi  Test, high forward speeds of up to 

9 km/h are possible without problem.

AMAZONE ED precision seeders are extremely ver-

satile and robust, yet simple to operate but, at the 

same time, also offer reliability, high effi ciency and 

provide the optimum quality of work. 
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Introduction

ED 602-K Contour in beet execution (12 row)

ED 602-K with front tank (narrow spacing, 12 row)

ED 602-K Contour (8 row)

The ED convinces with high placement 

accuracy, reliability and lasting value.
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AMAZONE precision seeders – 
the programme that sets new standards

The ideal machine or machine combination can be 

specifi ed from the wide range of options available 

to meet individual requirements. Combinations that 

consist of either a front tank or rear tank for mineral 

ED 302
4 rows, 3 m working width

fertiliser are high output units for professional operation 

and, with AMAZONE, all components come from one 

supplier which guarantees the optimum matching and 

servicability for all situations.

ED 452-K
6 rows, 4.50 m working width
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ED 602-K, Engsaat mit 12 Reihen und Fronttank

5

The programme

ED 602-K
8 rows, 6 m working width

ED 602-K
Narrow spacing (45 cm) with 12 rows
with front tank, 5.40 m working width
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Higher work rates at a favourable price – 
trailed 9 and 12 m working widths

The ED 12000-T is a trailed combination consisting 

of three EDs making up a 12 m working width in total. 

Each individual machine runs on its own running gear 

and in this way is able to contour follow even in the most 

arduous ground undulations. The coupling frame can 

be towed with tractors in the 180 KW (240 HP) class. 

For transport and turning at the headland the three 

4 m seed drills are lifted via „Liftpack“ linkage systems. 

The robust track markers leave a mark for the tractor 

centre and on switching over are folded in to the verti-

cal position.

 

ED 12000-2T

Catros 12000-2T
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Reliable machines for large acreages 

For transport the outer machines swing in towards the 

frame so, when folded, the transport width is approx. 

5 metres. In total, only two hydraulic control valves are 

required on the tractor.

The KR 12002 coupling frame offers versatile fl exibility 

of use and in this way can be very profi tably utilised as 

the coupling frame can be equipped alternatively with 

D9 seed drills, ED precision seeders or with the Catros 

compact disc cultivators.

D9 12000-2T Super

9 and 12 m
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Singling – 
precise and reliable, very easy set up 

AMAZONE precision seeders function on the vacuum 

principle. This offers considerable advantages because 

the singling of the seeds is carried out mechanically 

by a stripper fi nger and is virtually independent of 

either forward speed or seed shape.

The unique feature of the AMAZONE precision seeder 

is the singling disc. The seeds are drawn by vacuum 

on to the raised holes and are delivered to the stripper. 

These raised holes function also as an agitator as these 

protrusions on the surface of the disc stir the seed and, 

as the holes are tapered, even broken seeds will be 

drawn through and will not block them. The raised hole 

on the singling disc ensures that the seed leaves the 

disc in free fall so that it is not infl uenced by the disc as 

it turns thus maintaining placement accuracy.

 Vacuum principle for singling

1. Filling

2. Singling via stripper fi ngers

The AMAZONE stripper technology offers the out-

standing advantage in its ease of setting as 5 steps 

are fully suffi cient for an ideal result with any seed. 

The stripper settings have proved to be insensitive to 

varying seed shapes and forward speed. 85 % of all 

maize seed varieties currently available on the market 

can be singled by using just one stripper position.

Stripper

Inspection 
window

Opto-sensor

Ejector

Residue emptying fl ap

Emptying fl ap

Reduction 
fl ap
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Singling

A large inspection window and the opto-sensor trans-

ducer placed in the seed housing enable monitoring 

of the seed. It ’sees’ the seeds on the singling discs 

and, if due to an error, the deviation exceeds 10 % 

then that error will be reported on the terminal in the 

tractor cab.

High grade polyethylene components 
with optimum sealing  

High grade polyethylene components and varying 

material combinations are responsible for a superb 

sealing between the suction manifold and the singling 

disc. This pairing of dissimilar materials guarantees 

high life expectancy with optimum sealing.

3. Monitoring via the opto-sensor

4. Delivery into the coulter

Optimum sealing

Uninterrupted fall
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 Multiablagetester

 After the uninterrupted fall of the seeds from the disc 

the secondary ejector ensures that the raised holes 

are kept absolutely 100% clear. The design of the 

seeding mechanism results in a low drop height of only 

100 mm on the Classic and 140 mm on the Contour 

unit which is an important pre-condition for the precise 

seed placement!

Numerous singling discs are available for sowing maize, 

sunfl owers, rape, sugar beet, millet, cotton, etc. The 

singling discs are quickly exchanged and very econo-

mically priced.

The multi-test gauge has been developed for in-fi eld 

checking. Using the steel edge the seed can be unco-

vered undisturbed and the distribution assessed. 

 140 mm

Accurate placement means the highest yields 

The swivelable depth gauge allows the placement 

depth to be checked down to 8 cm and with the aid of 

the scale the seed spacing can be simply checked.

Multi-test gauge 
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AMAZONE utilises its own test laboratory to maintain 

the highest standard of quality. The test laboratory 

is also, at the same time, a basis for the continuing 

development in the area of singling technology. 

The test bed used provides test results that are 

directly comparable with other independent testing 

establishments.

Placement

Sowing unit: ED 
Manufacturer: AMAZONE

Seed type: Maize
Variety: Aura

Actual spacing A: 150.7 mm
Standard deviation s:  16.9 mm
Coeffi cient of variation s/A:  11.20 %

Forward speed:  9.0 km/h

Intended placements: 447 99.3 %
Double placements: 2 0.4 %
Single misses: 1 0.2 % 100 mm 200 mm 300 mm

10 %

20 %

30 %
Relative frequency

Test laboratory for utmost precision
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Classic and Contour: professional sowing units 

Classic sowing unit

Contour sowing unit

The maize mulch sowing version of the Contour 

sowing unit can be quickly converted to a sugar beet 

planting unit. This reasonably priced conversion kit 

consists of an additional intermediate press roller, 

singling disc and a special coulter tip. In various in-

dependent tests the Contour seeder unit has proved 

it‘s superb suitability for sowing sugar beet even on 

diffi cult soils.

Contour sowing unit – 

„sugar beet version“  

The Classic sowng unit is best suited for sowing maize, 

sunfl owers, beans, peas and cotton, etc. following the 

plough. Wih a minimum row spacing of only 30 cm it 

enables up to 10 rows on a 3 m working width. 

The seed drop height on the Classic sowing unit is 

only 100 mm. This gives the best pre-conditions 

for high placement accuracy.

The AMAZONE Contour sowing unit is ideally suited to 

sowing after the plough, mulch sowing and, if required, 

also direct sowing The AMAZONE Contour sowing 

unit is ideally suited to sowing after the plough, mulch 

sowing and, if required, also direct sowing. The out-

standing feature is the low singling disc position with 

a drop height of only 140 mm. The optimised coulter 

technology creates a seed furrow virtually free from 

any organic matter. The sowing coulter undercuts the 

clearing disc resulting in a well re-consolidated, wedge 

shaped groove. The optimum requirements for good 

placement and high plant emergence!
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 AMAZONE sowing units are designed without com-

promise for high output but low maintenance. Their 

simple operation reduces preparation time and increa-

ses the quality of work.

AMAZONE advantages:

● The drive of the sowing units is completely enclosed

  and maintenance-free. Selected combinations of   

 metal and polyethylene within the drive line ensure  

 the best running properties.

● The parallelogram linkage has been designed to 

 be particularly robust so that even driving around   

 curves causes no problems. The pivot points of   

 the parallelogram linkage are lined with either brass

  or polyethylene bushes.

● The seed furrow closers are made of spring steel   

 to be extremely hard wearing and can be adapted 

 via the spring settings in various steps to suit the   

 prevailing soil conditions.

● All sowing coulters are made from a high wear   

 resistant manganese steel which considerably 

 increases the working life. For the most arduous   

 conditions a hard metal coated version is available, 

 reducing, to a large extent, wearing costs.

● The standardly equipped, integrated overload   

 safety device protects the sowing unit from damage. 

 Spare shear pins are carried on the machine and   

 always readily available. 

● As an option, individual unit switch off is available   

 for each sowing unit allowing the convenient, clean

  creation of tramlines or switching on and off indivi- 

 dual part-width sections. 

● By providing separated pneumatics and electronics   

 makes the conversion to other row spacings

  extremely practical (e. g. for sugar beet and rape).

● Due to the clamp fi xing on the profi le frame the   

 exchange of the sowing units is especially simple.

Sowing units

ENVIROSAFE Airkit ED

The sowing of dressed maize seed using well-known 

and widely used pneumatic vacuum seeders is, since 

2009, in numerous regions of the world only approved 

for use when equipped with a suitable exhaust air gui-

de system. It should be ensured that, with the use of 

such machines, that waves of seed dressing laden air 

are not released into the atmosphere, with a potential 

risk to both people and the environment. 

The AMAZONE Airkit ED has been developed to pre-

vent this occurrence and is recognised as an effective 

precaution. It is available as an optional extra for all 

new Amazone ED02 precision air seeders and owners 

of older ED01 and ED02 series machines can retro-

fi t the system for a small cost. Please ask your local 

dealer for details. 

Independent of any legal obligations, AMAZONE re-

commends the principle of fi tting an Airkit ED 

for sowing dressed seed – in the 

interests of both work place health 

and safety and the protection of 

the environment.
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 The Contour sowing unit ...

 ... for the highest planting depth and placement accuracy 

The front press wheel is deliberately placed only on 

one side so that the soil thrown up by the fertiliser 

coulter will not cause additional sowing unit move-

ment. 

By hinging the sowing unit on a longitudinal tandem it 

will not only optimally follow the fi eld contours but it 

will also maintain a more even ride at higher forward 

speeds and rougher surfaces. Both factors lead to 

an optimum seed placement and accurate planting 

depth!

The load distribution onto the two press wheels can 

be set on the longitudinal tandem. Depending on the 

soil conditions and the application the correct working 

position can always be found.

The Contour sowing unit is guided via a longitudinal 

tandem which is supported on one side by the front 

press roller and a V-roller or fl ex rubber tyres in the 

rear. 

In this way the infl uences of ground undulations and 

thus the disturbance of the sowing units are conside-

rably reduced. 

Large clods will not make the seeder unit bounce but 

run gently through, with any possibility of depth pla-

cement variations caused by uneven fi eld contours, 

then kept to a minimum..

Function principle; the longitudinal tandem
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Contour sowing unit

The equipment

Choice of press wheels

Coulters with „clip-on“ technology

Ball-bearing running Farmfl ex tyres and rubber V-press 

rollers in various sizes are available for the sowing 

units. The Farmfl ex tyre in conjunction with the seed-

furrow closers is superbly suited for sowing maize 

following the plough. 

Rubber V-press rollers are mainly used for mulch 

sowing maize and sugar beet. The angle of the press 

rollers (in direction of travel) and the spacing between 

the press rollers allows the individual matching to the 

prevailing soil conditions. Rubber V-press rollers op-

timally operate with and without seed-furrow closers 

both in ploughed or mulch conditions.

 New: The Super-V-press roller with reinforced sides 

which are additionally supported internally by integra-

ted wire cables. With the Super-V press roller the seed 

furrow can be closed even in poor seedbeds.

 Ø 500 mm

 Ø 380 x 57 mm

 Ø 360 x 50 mm

 Ø 370 mm

The coulters are equipped with the new „clip-on“ 

quick change-system. The hard alloy cast tip can be 

exchanged by the removal of just one bolt. No time 

consuming riveting any more. 

For extremely arduous conditions the hard metal coa-

ted coulter tip is recommended: It‘s extended opera-

tional lifetime is at least fi ve times as high.

Hard metal coating
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Future-oriented frame concept

The frames of the precision seeder have been de-

signed in accordance with the latest demands and 

feature big advantages. The drive wheels on models 

up to 4.5 m working width have been placed in front 

of the frame where, in this way, they do not obstruct 

the placement of the sowing units on the profi le tube. 

Many permutations of individual row spacing can be 

thus fulfi lled. The drive wheels also can be set to the 

tractor track width preventing running over even more 

unconsolidated soil. This results also in a smooth run 

of the machine and less wheel slip which has a positive 

effect on the sowing quality.

Compact, robust, 

integrated folding system

The design of the tubular profi le frame facilitates an 

especially easy sideways adjustment of the sowing 

units, e.g. when converting from maize to sugar beet. 

The ED frames are designed to accept the maximum 

number equipment variations (10 rows on 3m) and 

have been tested on the AMAZONE owned torture 

track for many hours. They are the culmination of nu-

merous years of practical experience, comprehensive 

testing and innovative design.
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Frame concept  

The frame concept on 8 row machines offers a spe-

cial feature where, in addition to the described parallel 

folding system, an integrated track width adjustment 

is added. In order that an implement with such a 

large working width can adapt itself optimally to the 

contours of the fi eld, the wheels in the working posi-

tion are extended out to a track width of 3 m. When 

folding in, the track markers fold horizontally above 

the machine so that, thanks to this folding technology, 

the total height is only 2.65 m, low enough to master 

any country lane.

AMAZONE counts on parallel folding technology. 

It requires very little maintenance and, when sowing 

wedge shaped fi elds, offers the advantage to fold in 

the sowing unit whilst working. At the same time the 

sowing drive is switched off making the ideal solution 

for professional work.  

Due to the optimum integration of the frame concept 

no overall length is wasted.

Road transport

For all AMAZONE precision seeders a fi rmly mounted 

traffi c light kit is available which fulfi ls the require-

ments of transport safety law whilst on the road.

Safety in 
all situations
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Proven, reduced-maintenance and innovative drive 
for impeller, sowing units and fertiliser applicator  

The impeller on the AMAZONE ED is placed well be-

hind the lower link connection points, the PTO angling 

therefore remains shallow even with lifted machine. 

The position of the impeller behind the fertiliser appli-

cator hopper reduces the impeller noise level for the 

operator.

As an alternative to the PTO drive of the impeller a hy-

draulic drive is also available. The AMAZONE vacuum 

impellers operate at low speed and therefore have 

high longevity and produce a low noise level.

As standard, up to 18 sowing units can be connected. 

Retro-fi tting a PTO through-drive for driving the pump 

is possible.

All AMAZONE precision seeders are provided with a 

central sowing unit drive. The chain wheel transmission 

offers 54 steps and, depending on the singling disc 

used, enables spacings from 3.1 to 86.9 cm. Selecting 

a new chain position is soon done and without getting 

the fi ngers dirty.

The impeller

Hydraulic drive

Chain wheel drive
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Drive technology

Large working widths and narrower row spacings re-

quire the on/off control of individual units and increase 

the demand for a tramlining function. 

AMAZONE offers a proven electric on/off control via 

the wrap spring clutches. Part width sowing can be 

actuated via the AMASCAN+ and tramline functions 

by ED control.

The proven, infi nitely variable, AMAZONE gearbox dri-

ves the fertiliser applicator. Any desired application rate 

can be conveniently pre-selected from outside without 

changing any sprockets. Application rates between 50 

and 550 kg/ha are possible. To set the fertiliser appli-

cator not to function it is suffi cient to simply move the 

setting lever back to the 0-position.

Switching off the sowing units

Gearbox for fertiliser applicator
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Under-root fertilising for maize is a 
precision operation

When the precision seeder is used as a high output 

machine, such as with a contractor, the large full size 

900 and 1100 litre fertiliser hoppers with an extremely 

favourable centre of gravity are recommended. The 

swivelable hopper cover reliably protects against 

rain and from fertiliser dust when fi lling with the fi lling 

auger. The hopper is easily accessible both from the 

front and the rear. Also the metering units are reliably 

protected from rain and humidity does not affect the 

precision of the metering.

The right fertiliser applicator for all systems
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Drag (suffolk) and disc fertiliser coulters

Both the new suffolk or single disc type fertiliser 

coulters are designed for tough operational conditi-

ons. The strong tension spring (160 kg) protects the 

coulter from stone damage and yet on the other hand 

maintains an even placement depth. It is quickly set 

without tools via a pin. The special clamp arrangement 

allows the optimum positioning of the fertiliser coulter 

from choice in relation to the sowing coulter. 

Especially worth mentioning is the Clip-on coulter tip 

on the suffolk type fertiliser coulter as by loosening 

just one well protected bolt the wear tip can be remo-

ved saving time. The new backup support prevents 

any unintentional blocking of the coulter when either 

lowering the machine or backing up. Due to its large 

diameter the single disc fertiliser coulter is especially 

well suited to mulch sowing conditions. The boron 

steel disc offers high wear resistance and is designed 

to run without any scrapers thus the disc keeps rot-

ating, blockage-free, even in extreme situations.

Under-root fertilising/
fertiliser coulters

Drag (suffolk) coulter Disc fertiliser coulter
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Pneumatic front tank system 
with fertiliser delivery 

Double utilisation

For sowing with a narrow row spacing, or with larger 

working widths, the separate design concept of a 

front tank (1500 or 2000 l) lends itself to the relia-

ble transfer of fertiliser. The metering unit is made 

of stainless steel and suitable for both fertiliser and 

seeds. 

Doubling the utilisation of the front tank, i.e. using it 

both for maize sowing and for grain sowing in con-

junction with a PTO driven till and drill combination, 

helps reduce costs. Utilising a front tank results as 

well in an improved axle load distribution.
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Front tank

With the aid of the distributor head the fertiliser is gui-

ded to the coulters and its high positioned distributor 

head improves the transport of the fertiliser where it 

can be transferred reliably at low air pressure. This is 

a precondition for a clean, loss free placement of the 

fertiliser into the furrow.

Pneumatic fertiliser metering with exchangeable metering roller Metering roller for fertiliser application

Different metering cassettes for grain and fi ne seeds 
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 Micro-granular applicator
micro-fertiliser – insecticides – helicides

The useful AMAZONE disc calculator speeds up fi nding 

the correct setting. A new calibration test for other appli-

cation rates of the same granule is not necessary.

All AMAZONE precision seeders 

can be equipped with one or seve-

ral micro-granular applicators with 

the decisive advantage of being 

delivered from one source. In this 

way its proper function is always 

ensured without any confl icting 

infl uence on other components. 

140 settings are available for obtai-

ning the desired application rate. 

A change of metering roller for 

the individual spreading materials 

such as insecticides, helicides 

and micro-fertiliser is not normally 

necessary. However, in case where 

especially large amounts of micro-

fertiliser are required, the metering 

roller can be exchanged with a few 

thumb bolts.
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The micro-granular applicator is 

easily accessible and can be fi lled 

simply and comfortably. The pro-

tective sieve comes as standard.

Calibration does not pose any big 

problem. Simply pull the metering 

unit to the rear and crank. The gra-

nules bypass the hose and can be 

collected in a measuring bucket.

The large side window enables 

the operator during operation to 

check the granular level inside the 

hopper.

The micro-granules are pneumatically transported to the metering units 

where a cyclone on every sowing unit ensures that the air can escape 

before the granules are dropped into the seed furrow, preventing them 

from being blown back out. Depending on the application technique the 

micro-granules can be placed alternatively in either the bottom of the 

seed furrow (insecticides, micro-fertiliser) or above the seed (helicides).

Micro-granules

Helicides Insecticides
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Electronic monitoring possibilities for the 
AMAZONE ED programme

At AMAZONE, electronics belong to the implement...

inside the suction hoses to avoid damage. All sensors 

are connected by water proof special plugs to the 

cable harness. This helps, where avoidable, cases of 

localised damage and the easy exchange of cables.

 ...in the same way as any other mechanical compo-

nent. For this reason electronics are included from the 

beginning in the design concept. Cables, always vul-

nerable in agricultural operations, are placed optimally 

away from bruising and crushing areas, some even 

 AMASCAN+ ...

 AMASCAN-Profi  ...

 ED-Control...

 ...monitors in conjunction with the opto-sensors the entire drive up 

to the proper functioning of the singling discs. During operation the 

display accurately shows the number of grains per hectare sown. In 

conjunction with the electric on/off control every sowing unit can be 

switched off via the AMASCAN+.

The electronics report a failure in less than 10 seconds and also dis-

play area, total area, ha/h, total km, km/h and many more. A service 

key allows the quick function test of the opto-sensors.

...integrates all AMASCAN functions with those of Profi -control for the 

electro-hydraulic operation of the precision seeder. Profi -control allows 

both the individual lift of the machine wings and operation of the track 

markers.

 ...is an implement specifi c terminal which covers all functions of the 

AMASCAN-Profi . Additionally, a programme for tramline control and 

for the individual switch-off of each sowing unit is integrated. 

ED-Control looks after all hydraulic functions including the land wheel 

actuation on front tank combinations. Within the fi eld record manage-

ment system up to 20 different jobs can be stored. So, the electronic 

monitoring, control and regulation ensure effi cient working days whilst 

operational quality being maintained.
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On-board computer
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ED

Technical data: 

MI 3701 (en_GB) 10.11

Printed in Germany                             www.amazone.de           www.amazone.co.uk         E-Mail: amazone@amazone.de

AMAZONEN-WERKE H. DREYER GmbH & Co. KG  • P. O. Box 51 • 49202 Hasbergen-Gaste/Germany
Phone +49 (0)5405 501-0  •  Fax +49 (0)5405 501-193

Technical data

Illustrations, content and technical data are not binding! The illustrations may deviate from what is required for local road traffi c regulations. For the necessary road 
traffi c equipment please refer to the operator’s manual.

1 under-root fertilising only in conjunction with front tank

Type  ED 302   ED 452   ED 452-K   ED 602-K

Sowing units Classic  Contour Classic  Contour Classic  Contour Classic  Contour

Possible tyre sizes
     10.0/75-15     

 31x15.5/15
     31x15.5/15

Length with 370 mm press roller   2.40 m   2.40 m   2.80 m   2.90 m

Number of sowing units in standard  
4                       6     8

execution (75 cm row spacing)

Max. number of sowing units 
10/6  6/6 12/6  9/6  7/6   12/8-121

without/with under root fertilising

Drive                 Chain wheel drive gearbox 54 steps (standard)

Seed spacing                 3.1 cm to 86.9 cm depending on singling disc used
         

Impeller drive
        PTO shaft with over-run clutch, PTO speed 540 r.p.m., 710 r.p.m. or 1000 r.p.m.

                           as option: hydraulic impeller drive

Singling system                                                        Polyethylene singling discs for maize, rape, sugar beet, sunfl owers, peas, etc.

Fertiliser box capacity  650 l                     900 l     1100 l

Filling height fertiliser box  1.60 m                   1.68 m     1.85 m

Weight empty without 
662 kg  798 kg 824 kg  1028 kg 903 kg  1107 kg 1337 kg  1606 kg

row fertiliser applicator from kg

Weight empty with 
814 kg  986 kg 1021 kg  1225 kg 1100 kg  1350 kg 1697 kg  2112 kg

row fertiliser applicator from kg

Weight empty front tank           640 kg

EDX 9000-TC

Working width 9 m

Gold medal 
Agritechnica 2007
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